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In a tiny workshop in central Paris, Paloma
Casile puts finishing touches on eco-
friendly lingerie that she hopes will catch

on at an international show a few days hence.
Below her chic little shop on the Rue du Jour,
the designer pieces together bits of lace,
sometimes combined with lurex, taking care
to gather up scraps to be used in other mod-
els or donated to fashion schools. “I was
always careful when it came to cutting, I have
worked in factories and seen the waste” gen-
erated by industrial processes, says the 30-
year-old who intends to create another line
to be made in Morocco.

Casile launched her eponymous line in
2012, with most suppliers in France and a
standardized production process to limit
losses. All the fittings are identical, “and
they’re made from zamak, which requires
half the water compared to other metals,”
she notes in reference to an alloy of zinc,
aluminum, magnesium and copper. Casile
also limits her range of colors and uses cer-
tified Oeko-tex dyes that are free of toxic
substances. Finally, she repairs her wares
for up to four years. “Ok, it keeps the client
on board, but it is also with a view towards
not seeing them thrown away,” she
explains.

The approach has begun to gain ground
in the fashion industry as environmental con-
cerns encourage more and more companies
to explore sustainable methods. Young
designers are spearheading the trend, which

remains a niche within a sector that was
worth an estimated 2.4 billion euros ($2.7 bil-
lion) in France alone last year.

“As a consumer, I did not find a brand that
offered sexy outfits that were completely
responsible along the entire production
chain,” explains Margot Dargegen, 25, who
founded Nenes Paris with recycled lace a
year ago. “Scraps of fabric and plastic bot-
tles are ground up and turned into fibres that
become thread that you can then make the
material you want to from,” she adds.

Chains sign up 
“When we started out, finding eco-friend-

ly materials was harder, but we see now that
things are starting to move,” says Mathilde
de Sacy, 28, who created the Olly brand with
a friend three years ago. “We use certified
material, organic GOTS cotton, lace made
with recycled fibres and Oeko-Tex 100 dyes.
We also wanted the work to be done in
Europe to ensure proper working condi-
tions,” she adds. “Consumers pay more and
more attention to such things,” notes Cecile

Vivier-Guerin, marketing director for a lin-
gerie show in Paris. In particular, suppliers
are offering wider ranges of fabrics that
respect the environment, she said.

They include classic recycled cotton, or
satin, or bra shells made from coffee fibre.  A
Swiss company offers a line of lingerie that is
completely biodegradable. In a sector that
has stagnated in recent years, “it encourages
consumers to buy better quality products
that require less transport and add value,”
Vivier-Guerin said. “It’s a significant stimu-

lus,” she noted.
National brands such as Etam have taken

note, and now offer collections made from
recycled lace as well. “Everyone understands
that it is an important factor consumers look
for,” says Gildas Minvielle, head of the
Economic Observatory at the French Fashion
Institute. That said, “100 percent ecological is
hard to attain,” admitted Casile, who empha-
sizes that brands interested in the idea must go
beyond the purely marketing aspect. — AFP

Berluti had earlier gone hell for leather for
luxury in a day marked by a strong streak
of decadence.  Kris Van Assche, the

Belgian creator who has rebooted the high-end
French cobbler into a major fashion player, made
a pitch to be the tailor of choice for the gods of
global showbiz. With hundreds of screaming
fans waiting outside the Opera Garnier to catch
a glimpse of Korean K-pop heartthrob Sehun
and Taiwanese-Canadian actor Eddie Peng, Van
Assche produced a collection that was as sensu-
al to the touch as it was to the eye. 

The former Dior designer has long been a
prophet of a return to serious tailoring, and the
rest of fashion seems to have caught up, with a
battalion of other labels this week revisiting the
classic men’s suit. Rethought double-breasted
suits came in rich reds and decadent purples and
greens, with supermodel Bella Hadid rocking a
mothball-blue one in the co-ed show whose
front row was crammed with American rappers.
Van Assche further played with people’s minds
by making a puffer coat in feather-light patent,
as well as Prince of Wales pattern overcoats and
bomber jackets finely woven with leather. 

Fake Kate Moss 
“It is that little bit of originality that people

come to Berluti for,” the designer told AFP.
“Sure, we are a traditional shoe company, but
that doesn’t mean our clothes should not stand

out in the street.” “My job is to bring beauty to
the world,” Van Assche declared. The Dior and
Berluti shows were further proof that Paris fash-
ion was turning away from streetwear, which has
dominated the catwalks for several seasons,
towards a new and often eye-catchingly eccen-
tric classicism.

Dries Van Noten, the Belgian “Prince of
Prints”, talked about the emergence of a new
“playful decadence” as he sent his models out
with false fox furs and jewels draped around
check jackets and coats. Japanese designer
Junya Watanabe tried to combine the two com-
peting currents, splicing bomber jackets and
sportswear into tweed jackets and coats in a
valiant attempt to have the best of both worlds.

But Vetements, the rebel label founded by
fashion’s current enfant terrible Demna Gvasalia,
was there to kick convention between the legs.
Its first show without Gvasalia, who is now con-
centrating on designing for Balenciaga, was typ-
ically iconoclastic. It featured a Kate Moss
lookalike sprayed with fake tan (the real one was
in the front row of the Dior show) and a baseball
cap with the legend, “Gvasalia for President”
above a T-shirt that warned sarcastically, “No
social media thank you.” Balmain, meanwhile,
sought out elegance in the desert in the show
that round off the evening, with silky draped
sand-coloured combos that often echoed
Tuareg attire. — AFP

Models present creations by Berluti, during the men’s Fall-Winter 2020/2021 collection fashion show in Paris. — AFP photos
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French lingerie designer Paloma Casile shows lace fabric at her workshop in Paris. French lingerie designer Paloma Casile works on a model of bra at her workshop in Paris.


